
The Mouse and the Moon 
Read-Aloud Guide 

 
 

 
 
Mouse lives in a dark wood with no friends 
except the moon.  But, the moon never replies 
to his conversations, so he sets out to find it.  
Read to see what Mouse find instead. 

 
Reading Skills:  Drawing Conclusions, 
Sequence of Events, Problem and Solution 
 
So What?  This story matters because it shows 
children that, no matter how small they are, 
they can find ways to solve problems. 
 
 

 
Words to Talk About:   
 

• How is peered like appeared? 

• What is the difference between wonder and wander? 

• How is “barely” hear you different from being “bare?” What is a “bear?” 

• Over and under 

• What is a reflection? Where can we see a reflection? 

 

• Dawn.  When is dusk? 

• The moon became “fainter” at dawn.  What is the other meaning for faint? 

 

Before-Reading: 
 

• What do you know about mice and where they live? 

• What do you know about the moon? When and where do you see it? 

• Open the cover.  What is this kind of moon called? (full moon) 

• What do you think this story will be about? 



• There is a quote on the back cover stating that we sometimes find friends in 

unexpected places.  Where might you find a friend?  Where might Mouse find a 

friend? Are they expected or unexpected places? 

 
During-Reading (Hmm! I wonder …): 
 

• Where do you think Mouse lives? 

• Why do you think Mouse has no friends? 

• What kinds of things to you think Mouse said to Moon during their 

conversations? 

• What things would you tell the moon? 

• Why did the author say the wood is “wild?” 

• What makes Mouse afraid?   

• How far from home have you ever been?  Who was with you? 

• The author stated that the fish bubbled and the mouse squeaked.  Why didn’t 

he just say, “said?” 

• What will happen to Mouse and Fish after the story ends? 

• Mouse and Fish talk about “this and that.”  What does that mean? 

• Why does the moon grow fainter at dawn? 

• Can moon float?  Can you? 

• What do you think Moon and Mouse talked about when they first met? 

 
After-Reading: 
 

• Find out about the phases of the moon and draw them.   

• Make word bubbles and write what Fish and Mouse said to each other. 

• Use a Flow Chart to write or draw the Sequence of Events of this story. 

• Write and perform a play about what Mouse and Fish will do next. 

 
Connections:  Little Beaver and the Echo 
 
 
 
 
 


